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NEEL REMEMBERED THAT ONE DAY HE
CAME HOME FROM SCHOOL VERY
UPSET AND ANNOUNCED HE WOULD
NOT GO BACK TO SCHOOL AGAIN!
WHEN HIS MOTHER QUESTIONED HIM,
HE TOLD HER, “BECAUSE MY TEACHER
CALLED ME A SCURVY ELEPHANT!”
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REVIEWING THE PREVIOUS DAY’S EVENTS,
THE TEACHER FINALLY REMEMBERED THAT
SHE HAD CALLED THE YOUNG LAD “A
DISTURBING ELEMENT” FOR DISRUPTING
THE CLASS, NOT A “SCURVY ELEPHANT”.














IF YOU HAVE A HEARING STORY –
PAST OR PRESENT – THAT YOU’D
LIKE TO SHARE, CALL OR E-MAIL
SHERILL WITH THE DETAILS. IF WE
PRINT IT IN A FUTURE ISSUE, YOU
WILL RECEIVE 5 PACKAGES OF
BATTERIES FREE! THAT’S A $15.00
VALUE!






That’s One Decade Down; Nine to Go!



          

  
          




             




              
    
   
     









    
         




 






           



















What Our Patients
Have to Say:
‘Dear Stuart:
I have had three pairs of hearing
aids from you in the past 15
years. My newest ones, made by
Audibel, are without a doubt the
best ones I have had. I’m able to
control both the sound and the
background noise. The lifetime
free service is also a plus. I’m so
glad I decided to invest in them.’
Roy L. Hurlbut – San Clemente

“Advanced Ear Care has always
provided me with prompt and
courteous service. Their overall
service has been unquestionably
superb. Frankly, I don’t know
what I would have done without
(them). I have a tremendous
amount of faith and trust in
Stuart and his staff.”
Margaret Knight – Lake Forest

“One unexpected surprise with
my new hearing aids is that I am
able to wear them 12-18 hours a
day without any discomfort.”
Rodney Sells – Laguna Hills



































































 






































WHAT ABOUT THE “LYRIC” HEARING AID?
This is a question we hear regularly at Advanced Ear Care. Here
Stuart will give some background on what the “Lyric” is all about:
“At this time there are a number of “gimmicky” hearing products that companies
are spending a fortune on to entice you to try them. The first that comes to mind
is a product called the “Lyric”. This is a small hearing device that is inserted
deep into your
ur ear canal. The company claims it will last 3
3-4 months without
ever having to change the battery or extract it from your ear. The big attraction
to this product is proclaimed ease of use. 85% of this product’s appeal is the
battery issue. (However, I have yet to see a battery last three months).
“One person I know had the battery go dead while on a trip and could not find
anyone that handled the product to remove it for him. He had to continue
wearing the device, causing an annoying earplug affe
affect. This left him nearly
unable to communicate with those around him for the remainder of his visit.
Needless to say, he had it removed when he returned and has never worn it
again.
“The circuit is an old-fashioned analog technology that we were fitting 10
10-15
years ago. I have done deep-in-the-canal
canal fittings for patients and understand the
strategy of getting the hearing device deep into the canal. This product idea is
not anything new, the battery life claim being the exception. It cannot be worn
while swimming, in a spa or steam room. Perspiration in hot weather causes
difficulties and accelerated earwax causes itching which requires a visit to have
the Lyric removed for ear cleaning. There are reports that
that, for ear health, the
Lyric has had to be removed for a time in order to let the ear “air out” as infection
has occurred.
“The Lyric concept is designed with a “subscription” (think “contract” or
“program”) attached to it. The idea is to sign up for an annu
annual subscription,
giving you four device changes per year. At the end of the subscription period,
you sign a new contract committing to the next twelve months at a hefty price tag
of about $3300.00 EVERY YEAR. A traditional hearing aid can serve you well
for a minimum of five years, and most people replace traditional aids every eight
eightto-ten
ten years. If you do the math, you can see the striking cost comparison. For
argument’s sake, using a six-year
year period, the Lyric will cost you just under
$20,000 compared to $4-6,000.
6,000. for traditional style aids. For that kind of money,
I can think of a lot of reasons to change my own battery.
“I have seen ear canals torn up and bruised very badly on unsuccessful fittings.
And even though the little “ear caps” you wear when you take a shower are very
cute, they can fill with water during showering which can cause a “pooling” effect.
Obviously, these conditions will rust and/or damage the battery and electronics.
“I give kudos to the manufacturer for their adverti
advertising blitz. But great marketing
doesn’t make this product help you hear better. Maybe enhancements will make
it more appealing in the future and we can be more enthusiastic then
then.
Next month, I will talk about another highly promoted product: hearing
aids that have rechargeable batteries.”

VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

FREE BATTERY TESTER!!
($13.00 VALUE)

END THIS QUESTION FOREVER:

IS MY HEARING AID DEAD OR IS MY BATTERY NO GOOD?

CUT THIS COUPON AND REDEEM IT HERE:

ADVANCED EAR CARE
24310 MOULTON PKWY., STE D, LAGUNA WOODS, CA

(949) 830-5330
5330



 “Every boy should have two things: a dog, and

to let him have one.” -

Anonymous

a mother willing
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WHY WE ARE PASSIONATE
ABOUT HEARING LOSS:
















 Helen Keller -

